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Mechanical Properties of Rock Joints

A new method was developed

to digitally record the geometry

of rock joints using Structure

from Motion photogrammetry

(Fig. 1). The point spacing

reached is in the range of 0.100

… 0.250 mm, which is sufficient

for replicas or numerical

simulations of rock joints. The

loss of accuracy resulting from

photogrammetry was small

compared to loss of geometry

from mortar replica production

(Fig. 2). In conclusion, the

developed photogrammetric

method is promising, but

requires meticulous execution.
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Two Kuru granite samples with

sizes AMPERT 0.50 m x 0.25 m

and ASPERT 2.00 m x 0.95 m

with fresh, unweathered

artificially induced tensile rock

joints were manufactured. The

larger test, which is also largest

of its kind in the world, was

shear-pulled four times under

different normal pressures (Fig.

3). The smaller sample was

sheared in a push arrangement

using the same testing pattern

and a comparison of the results

(Fig. 4) show a loss of shear

strength with increasing scale.

The extracted rock joint

geometry (Fig. 5) can be

imported into digital shear box

(Fig. 6). The behaviour of the

rock joints can be simulated

using a hybrid FEM-DEM

approach. The simulation

results can be converted into

rock joint parameters, which

are used as initial data for

simplified rock joint

representation in large scale

rock mass modelling. In

conclusion, the method allows

nondestructive sampling of rock

joints and the determination of

the mechanical parameters of

rock joints for numerical

modelling of rock mass.
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